
 
 
 
 
 
 

OBC = on board Courier: 

The courier takes and gives delicate transmissions also in the airplane her only again with the receiver again from 
the hand. Faster and more surely geht`s not. 

  
OBC Premium 
  
Trained couriers carry your hasty transmissions within weight ranges of 0,1 kg on line linien-oder charter flights - 
5,000 kg. In the receipt country these transmissions are in most cases entzollt by our personnel and set carriage 
free. Our transportation times lie depending upon receipt country between 4 and 36 hours. Within this service 
range all kinds are carried by goods, as long as these do not offend against Aus-und import regulations. Prices 
keep you direct on request. 

  
OBC Standart 
  
In the OBC Standart your transmissions with usual line machines are carried as express freight. At the receipt 
airport these are supplied to a particularly fast customs clearance by own personnel. Also in the OBC Standart it 
is possible to set for transmissions carriage free declared. The world-wide running times lie between 24 - 96 
hours. Within this service range all kinds are carried by goods, as long as these do not offend against Out-und 
import regulations. Prices keep you direct on request. 

  
!Danger property! 
  
In the danger property service your transmissions are carried by our trained personnel. At the receipt airport these 
are dispatched immediately by own personnel. The world-wide running times lie between 48 - 96 hours starting 
from takeoff. Within this service range all kinds are carried by danger property, which are approved to the air 
transport on passenger passagier-oder air freighters. 
In order to give you a price, we need for this a specification of the commodity as well as the UN number. 
  
The package running times in hours starting from takeoff Frankfurt/Main to for distribution in the periphery from 50 
km to the goal airport.  

  
  OBC-Premium OBC-Standart 

  

  OBC-Premium OBC-Standart 
Ägypten 8-10 Std. 36-72 h Libanon 12-24 Std. on request 
Algerien 12-24 Std. 48-96 h Libyen 12-24 Std. on request 
Aserbaidschan 24-36 Std. on request Mexiko 12-24 Std. 24-48 h 
Bahrrain 10-12 Std. on request Nigeria auf Anfrage 72-96 h 
Brasilien 12-24 Std. on request Oman 12-24 Std. on request 
China 24-36 Std. on request Pakistan 16-24 Std. on request 
Indien 24-36 Std. on request Russland 24-36 Std. 24-48 h 
Iran 9-12 Std. on request Saudi-Arabien 12-24 Std. on request 
Jemen 12-24 Std. on request Syrien 16-24 Std. on request 
Jordanien 12-24 Std. on request Türkei 7-16 Std. on request 
Katar 12-24 Std. on request USA 16-24 Std. 24-48 h 
Kuwait 12-24 Std. on request V.A.E. 8-12 Std. 24-48 h 

 other countries gladly on request! 
 


